Spin-gapless semimetals (SGSMs), which generate 100% spin polarization, are viewed as promising half semimetals in spintronics with high speed and low consumption. We propose and characterize a new Z2 class of topological nodal line (TNL) in SGSMs. The proposed TNLSGSMs are protected by space-time inversion symmetry or mirror symmetry with two-dimensional (2D) fully spin-polarized nearly flat surface states. Based on first-principles calculations and effective model analysis, a series of high-quality materials with R3c and R3c space groups are predicted to realize such TNLSGSMs (chainlike). The 2D fully spin-polarized nearly flat surface states may provide a route to achieving equal spin pairing topological superconductivity as well as topological catalysts.
Introduction.-Spintronics, using an electron's spin instead of its charge to carry information and featured high speed and low energy consuming, has attracted tremendous interest from academic research to industrial applications in recent years [1, 2] . Half-metals, which manifest one spin channel possessing metallic states while the other keeping insulating or semiconducting. Unlike conventional ferromagnetic (FM) alloys with a low degree of spin polarization, half-metals with 100% spin polarization are regarded as excellent spintronics candidates for spin generation, injection, and transport. Recently, as a remarkable upgraded version of half-metals, spingapless semiconductors (SGSs) had been proposed [3] . In addition to the advantages of the standard half-metals, the SGSs have large electron mobility and highly tunable capabilities by external fields, such as pressure, electric fields, magnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation, etc. The unique SGSs provide a new playground and opportunities for spintronics, electronics, and optics. Especially, the SGSs own ideal Weyl points for the metallic spin channel without other entangled trivial bands, which marry spintronics and topological physics.
Topological semimetals (TSMs) are systems where the conduction and the valence bands cross each other with robustness in the Brillouin zone (BZ). Among TSMs, topological nodal line semimetals (TNLSs) are regarded as a new class of topological quantum states , which bridge the gapped and gapless phases, can be driven into various topological phases, such as topological insulators and Dirac (Weyl) semimetals [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Many intriguing physical properties have been proposed in these interesting TNLSs, including Friedel oscillation, [13] nondispersive Landau energy level, [46] and specific longrange Coulomb interactions [47] , etc.
Buoyed by the aforementioned superior properties, the efficient combination of spin-gapless feature and TNLS nature (termed as TNLSGSM) is desirable. In this Letter, we first showcase a general classification of TNLSGSMs and further propose an enhanced NL connection mode (dubbed as a nodal chain SGSM). The coexistence of spin-polarized and linear dispersion in the NL states can be realized in a family of real materials with R3c and R3c space groups. These ideal candidates feature ultraclean energy dispersion and ultra-high Fermi velocity, which vastly enrich the TNLSs and half-metals family. Distinguished from most proposed nodal chain states, the four-fold degeneracy neck crossing-point traces out twofold degeneracy lines emerged in the single spin channel and the profile of nodal chainlike SGSMs are revealed by the tight-binding (TB) model clearly. The efficient combination of nodal chain and fully spin-polarized nature in feasible materials greatly refresh the thoughts for designing potential high-performance spintronic devices.
Nodal Line Spin-gapless Semimetal.-According to the different spin-polarized band crossing patterns at the configurations. Here, we construct a two-band model for describing the classifications of NLSGSM. Considering an effective Hamiltonian near Γ
where Pauli matrices σ i=1,2,3 label orbital degree of freedom and s 3 = 1(−1) represents spin-up (down) component. We first put forward a general framework to classify two kinds of NLSGSMs ( Fig. 1) , and tabulate the corresponding effective Hamiltonians and the connection modes of NLSGSMs in Table I . Regarding type-A NLSGSMs ( Fig. 1(a) ), opposite spin-polarized states coexist at the Fermi level, which greatly decreases the pure spin-polarized current. Moreover, the hybrid spin current would restrict the further practicability of NLSGSMs. By comparison, type-B NLSGSMs, as pictured in Fig. 1(b) , which can effectively avoid the shortcoming of the coexistence of the two spin channel currents, which is the focus of our work. Compared to Weyl or Dirac semimetal with monotonous structural variations, TNL family can exhibit numerous cross-connection configurations in momentum space, including nodal lines, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] nodal chains, [21, 22] nodal links, [23, 24] nodal nets [25] [26] [27] [28] and nodal knots, [29, 30] , which will provide more candidates for high-performance spintronic materials. The drumhead-like surface states as a significant indicator of TNLSs, may generate exotic behaviors [13, 46, 47] . It is desirable to search for large drumhead-like surface states in SGSMs. Via different cross-connection modes, multiple NLSGSMs (e.g., nodal chain SGSM), as pictured in Fig. 1(c) , can produce a larger surface density of states compared with a single NL, which may offer an effective avenue to study more interesting effects.
Material Realization.-The concrete materials realization plays an important role in the theoretical prototypes into reality. Here we sort out a series of candidates with the NL (nodal chain) SGSM states that have not been mentioned to date, involving rhombohedral transition metal trifluorides with R3c space group (i.e., PdF 3 [48] and MnF 3 [49] ) and rhombohedral transition metal carbonate (or borates) with R3c space group (i.e., FeCO 3 (Siderite) [50] , TiBO 3 [51] and MnBO 3 ) as well as rhombohedral transition metal phosphates with R3c space group (i.e., XTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , X = Ca, Mg, Zn), as shown in Fig. 2(a) -(c), respectively. In these nodal chain SGSMs, they are characterized with ultra-clean energy dispersion and ultra-high Fermi velocity, which will vastly promote the experimental progress of NLSGSMs family. We will focus on two representative candidates from the two distinct space group, i.e., PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , and further understand the striking physics for the nodal chain SGSMs. Moreover, the remaining candidates with very similar electronic features are provided in [52] .
As an ideal nodal chain SGSM candidate, PdF 3 has been first identified with powder X-ray diffraction in 1957 [48] and shares a R3c (D 6 3d , No. 167) space group with a rhombohedral primitive unit cell composed of eight atoms; The optimized lattice constants for PdF 3 agree well with the experimental lattice parameters [48] , and the computational details are shown in Table S9 [52] . Also, we further screen nodal chain SGSM candidates (e.g., XTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , X = Ca, Mg, Zn) in similar R3c space group (C 6 3v , No. 161) from the Materials Project [53] . These transition metal phosphates pave the way to design novel nodal chain SGSM materials. Regarding the transition metal-based materials, the magnetic property is generally attributed to the transition metal atoms. To determine the magnetic ground states of PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , we calculate the total energies of three different magnetic configurations, including FM and two antiferromagnetic (AFM1 and AFM2) configurations shown in Fig. S1 [52] . We find that the FM state is lower in energy than AFM1 and AFM2 states, respectively, indicating that the PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 prefer FM ground states (see the details in Table SV [52] ).
Stable FM ground states provide us the motivation to further explore the desired properties for PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 . In Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) , both of the band structures show a linear dispersion semimetallic feature in the spin-up channel, whereas the spin-down channel presents semiconductor with large gaps of 2.39 eV and 2.64 eV. Indeed, from the density of states (DOS) in PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , the energy ranges of linear dispersion are enough to overcome the interruption of irrelevant bands, therefore making ideal half-metals with fully spinpolarized. Generally, the bigger slope is expected to be higher Fermi velocity in the linear dispersion system. As for PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , the Fermi velocities are estimated about 4.85 × 10 5 m/s and 2.98 × 10 5 m/s along the Γ → X path, respectively, which are on the order of graphene, meaning that these candidates would possess more intriguing properties.
As for R3c space group (e.g., PdF 3 ), the symmetries include the following important operations: the spaceinversion symmetry P, the threefold rotation C 3 along the z axis, and the glide mirrors (M x−y , M y−z , M −xz ). In ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , the Ti and Mn sites are inequivalent, leading the P broken, the R3c transforms into R3c, then the operations reduce to C 3 and the three glide mirrors only. In Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e) , the crossing-node Z appears at both the PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , which is a noticeable feature in the linear dispersion band structures. To trace this trait, our further analysis shows that the two-dimensional irreducible real representation of C 3 symmetry based on d yz and d xz generates two pairs of two-fold degeneracy [54] ; Moreover, the Z point is the invariant point of the rotation part of three glide mirrors, and the nonsymmorphic symmetry C 2(x−y) or M x−y constrains the Hamiltonian and leads to another pair of twofold degeneracy at Z point [55] . Remarkably, the former two-fold degeneracy is from the symmorphic symmetry (same atom's d−orbitals), and the latter two-fold degeneracy is from the nonsymmorphic symmetry (different atom's d−orbitals). Therefore, the neck crossing-point Z features four-fold degeneracy.
In terms of geometry scope, PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 manifest the triangular twisted oxygen octahedral crystal feature, which induces Pd (Mn) d orbitals split into two E g orbitals, two E g orbitals and one a 1g orbital in the R3c and R3c space groups. From the orbital projection analysis, as plotted in Fig.S2 [52] , the energy dispersion of the spin-up channel near the Fermi level is mainly dominated by d xz and d yz orbitals of Pd (Mn) atoms. Considering the correlation effects for transition metal elements in PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 , wide range Hubbard U values (3 ∼ 5 eV) are checked in Fig.S3 [52] . We can see that the obvious character of the SGSMs are robust against the various U values.
In the spin-polarized system, spin is a good quantum number, and degrees of freedoms of the spin and the orbital are independent, therefore the crystalline symme- tries for the single spin channel can be preserved [56] . To better capture the key physics underlying nodal chain SGSM, we develop a TB model by considering d -d hoppings using the minimal set of d xz and d yz orbitals as bases. To conveniently describe the atomic bases via the R3c and R3c space groups, we denote them as ϕ 1 = |d xz , ϕ 2 = |d yz , and consider the nearestneighbor(NN) and next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) hoppings, the TB model Hamiltonian can be expressed as
where l is the atom index, E lml m (d j ) denotes the hopping integrals for neighboring sites with displacement d j , The hopping integrals to Rdj sites can be generated by d j [57, 58] 
where R is the rotation part of nonsymmorphic symmetry operator, dl = {R|t}d l , and D(R) is the representation matrix of the E g irreducible representation. The detailed Hamiltonians of PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 are given in Model Section [52] . The band structures calculated by the TB model Hamiltonian agree well with the ones obtained by the DFT method in the whole BZ, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig 3(b) . Interestingly, the spin-resolved band structures of PdF 3 ( Fig. 3(a) ) and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 ( Fig. 3(b) ) are similar, except that ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 has a tiny gap along the Γ → X path due to the P is broken. The evolution of crossing nodes develops two kinds of cross-connection modes under the R3c constraint, i.e., nodal chains and NLs. In PdF 3 , the profile of all nodes is revealed by TB model clearly, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig 4(b) . For Case-I, the cross-connection structure (see Fig. 4 (b)) with three NLs (i.e., NL1, NL2, and NL3) are pinned at the Z point to form a nodal chainlike structure. The neck crossing-point Z is co-constrained by the C 3 rotation symmetry along Γ − Z high symmetry line and the nonsymmorphic symmetry C 2(x−y) or M x−y . Remarkably, the NL1 on the glide mirror plane M y−z is just accidentally formed rather than protected by the nonsymmorphic symmetry (see Fig. S4 [52] ). Combining with M y−z with C 3 rotation symmetry, the NL2 and NL3 possess the same characteristics. Besides, as seen in Fig. 4(b) , akin to alkaline-earth compounds [59] , the case-II cross-connection structure (i.e., NL4) is protected by P and the complex conjugate operator K. While, the "snake"-like NL4 can be annihilated in ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 since the P disappears, as displayed in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d) . The topological protection of NL1 (NL2 or NL3) and NL4 are further checked by directly calculating the nontrivial π Berry phase along a small loop enclosing the NL. As a result, the origin of multiple lines (nodal chain and NL) is revealed and the detailed analysis is explained in the Model Section [52] .
Discussion.-We further investigated the robustness and feasibility of the nodal chainlike SGSMs. Taking PdF 3 as an example, we impose a small perturbation (e.g. external triaxial strain) on it. Compared with the fragile NLSs, the band structures of PdF 3 under such a wide range of triaxial compressional strains (0 ∼ 10%), all crossing nodes still exist as expected, manifesting the robustness of Weyl nodal chain against certain structural deformation (see the details in Fig. S5 [52] ).
Practically, as an essential property of magnetic material PdF 3 , magnetic anisotropy has a great significance for aligning the magnetic moments in magnetic storage media. To further determine the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) of PdF 3 , we calculate the angular dependence of the MAE on the magnetization angle θ as a function of polar angles in different directions on the x (y)-z and x -y planes, as plotted in Fig. S6 [52] . It is obvious that MAE is nearly equivalent to the φ evolution in the x -y plane. Regarding the x (y)-z, the MAE of PdF 3 can reach the maximal value 1.19 meV/atom at the θ = 0 (degree), which is one order of magnitude larger than that the MAE in cubic Fe, Co, and Ni [60] meaning PdF 3 prefers FM state with the spin-aligned along the z -direction. The hallmark drumhead surface states for topological NLSGSMs PdF 3 and ZnTiMn(PO 4 ) 3 are shown in Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f) . Due to the lack of chiral symmetry or particle-hole symmetry in real solid materials, the drumhead states is dispersive indeed and the dispersion strength is material dependent. The peaklike DOS from the nearly flat drumhead states are clearly shown for PdF 3 , as plotted in Fig. 4(e) . Volovik et al. proposed that 2D flat bands with large DOS provide a route to achieving high-temperature superconductivity [61] [62] [63] . Here we would like to stress that the 2D nearly flat drumhead states in TNLSGSMs not only have large DOS but also are fully spin-polarized. Such fully spin-polarized nearly flat drumhead states would lead to the equal spin pairing topological superconductivity, such as p or f wave topological superconductivity, which supports Majorana zero bound states at vortices with non-Abelian statistics for the intriguing proposal of topological quantum computation. Recently, topological catalysts provide a potential platform to create active sites [64] [65] [66] . PdF 3 as a Pd-based noble metal binary compound, which would be a better electrocatalyst for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) due to following distinguishing aspects: (i) Pd itself is a good catalyst; (ii) topological nodal chain induced large drumhead surface states can offer sufficient active planes; (iii) SGSM featured linear crossings of energy bands can provide high carrier mobility near Fermi level. Therefore, PdF 3 showcases a new routine to design a promising electrocatalyst.
Conclusion.-We first introduce a general framework to classify opposite and same spin-polarized Weyl nodal chainlike states in SGSMs, and propose a series of realistic materials to realize the hitherto unreported the fully spin-polarized nodal chain states. These high-quality materials harbour ultra-clean energy dispersion and ultrahigh Fermi velocity, which is rather robust against strong triaxial compressional strain. The proposal of TNLSGSMs and their materials realization greatly expand TSMs family and provide a good playground for spintronics, topological superconductivity, and topological catalysts.
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